
The most comprehensive web publishing system
for medical reports and images

VeDocs ELO portal enables unified web publishing of medical reports and images, from multiple 
source systems, to patients, ordering physicians and the institution´s own medical staff.

MonitoringImage Viewer

VeDocs ELO Clinical Viewer provides standard 
controls, such as navigation through the study´s 
series, without the need to install local applications 
or plug-ins (no footprint).

For diagnostic tasks, the complete DICOM study is 
available for download.

VeDocs ELO enables:

Version control of the reports with easy access to 
all previous versions

User access audit: know by whom and when each 
report version was viewed

Disabling internet access to reports and images at 
any time

Visualize reports and images from anywhere with your 
mobile device, and gain agility and mobility.
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Software developed by

Easy access

Benefits

Web-based: accessed from any browser
(IE, Firefox, Chrome, Safari)

Accessible from mobile devices
 (iPad, iPhone, Android)

Convenience to patients with secure internet access to their 
results

Convenience to ordering physicians who can access all their 
patients´ exam history on the web

Cost reduction with a more efficient use of materials and 
other resources

Increased recognition with a web portal that can be 
configured according to your business profile

Reliability granted by a robust platform built to handle large 
volumes of information

Information access rules guaranteed by individual roles and 
permissions

Clear view of usage through access audits, reports 
versioning and storage capacity monitoring

Automation of task, including automatic sending reports to 
interested parties, via e-mail or other means

Integration and centralization

Report printing

Centralize reports from all diagnostic systems in one 
place

Integrate with your PACS, RIS, HIS or LIS via HL7 
protocol

Deliver reports and images at your company´s website

Print reports on demand or in batch. Block unfinished 
services and exams with pending financial issues

Print reports and images in just one click

Seamless integration to your institution´s website

Easy access to all patient reports and images history, via a 
simple and flexible interface.

VeDocs ELO Portal centralizes reports and images from different 
systems in one place, and delivers this information on the Internet in 
a safe, practical and easy-to-access way.
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